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Časopis pro pěstováni matematiky, roč. 95 (1970), Praha 

REGULAR GRAPHS AND THEIR SPANNING TREES 

JIRI SEDLACEK, Praha 

(Received May 12, 1969) 

1. SOME AUXILIARY NOTIONS 

In this contribution finite undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges are 
considered. We write 0 = [V, E] if the graph ^ has the vertex set V and the edge 
set E. The number of trees spanning the graph ^ will be denoted by fc(^). In this 
paper we need a well known notion which is reminiscent of the usual spanning tree. 
If <§ = [J7, £] is a connected graph and xi9 x2 are two vertices (xt 4= x2) then there 
exists a factor SF = [V, £0] of 0 with the following properties: 2F consists of two 
components ^X9^2 which are trees and xl9x2 belong to #r

i9#
r
2 respectively. 

Denote by k2(^S\ xi9 x2) the number of all the factors $F. Using a known determinant 
method the numbers fc(^) and k2(^S\ xl9 x2) can be determined. 

Let n be a given natural number. In [3] we defined An to be the set of all the natural 
numbers m for which there exists a graph ^ on n vertices with fc(^) = m. In [4] we 
considered a restriction of the set An by requiring the graph ^ to be regular of degree t 
and the corresponding set of integers meAn was denoted by Bn

t}. The cases t = 0,1 
and 2 are trivial and the investigation of the set Bn

l) begins to be interesting for t = 3. 
In [4] we showed that \B{

2J\ tends to infinity with a (as one might expect by intui
tion)1). In this paper we obtain an analogous result for the set £(f) for arbitrary 
t = 3. 

One can see immediately that for any t ^ 3 the set Bn° is empty for n ^ t and that 
[£</_>>[ = 1. If t and n are odd then B£° = 0. If t is even then |B(/^2| = 1. 

2. REGULAR GRAPHS OF ODD DEGREE 

In this section, t ^ 3 denotes a fixed odd integer. We begin by giving two construc
tions which will be usfed later. 

1) The cardinality of a finite set M will be denoted by |M | . 
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First auxiliary construction. For each even number s _ t -f 1 let us construct the 
graph @s = [Vs, £ s ] by putting Vs = {wl5 w2,..., ws} where wt is the residue class 
modulo s containing the number i. In order to define £ s we first let 

E = {wiWi+i | i = 1,2, ...,5} . 

Further let h be the following mapping of Vs into the system of all subsets of Vs: For 
each wa e Vs let wp e h(wa) if and only if there exists a number /?' belonging to the 
residue class wp and satisfying 

(-) ß' - < x šł(t-з). 

The assumption wfi e h(wa) implies wa+s e h(wfi). Thus waeh(wfi). If one connects 
each vertex wa e Vs with each vertex of the set h(wa) by an edge one obtains the edge 
set E*. It is easy to see that E and E* are disjoint. 

We conclude the definition of the graph <&s by putting Es = E u E*. Obviously the 
degree of each vertex wa equals t and the obtained graph (§s has s vertices. 

Second auxiliary construction. Using the graph <3S we construct a new graph 
g*+1 = [V*+l9 Es+ J as follows: Let v be a vertex not belonging to Vs and let Vs+1 = 
= Vsu{v}, Ks*+1 =(EsKj{vwi\i = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , * - l } ) - { w £ w i + 1 \i = 1 ,3 ,5 ,7 , . . . 
..., t — 2}. It is easy to see that 0*+ j has s + 1 vertices one of which is of degree t — 1, 
the other of degree t. 

The two preceding constructions can be used in the proof of Theorem 1. The proof 
is constructive and is based on schematic figures in which dotted lines show certain 
parts to be repeated. Also the entire subgraphs jrfl9 s#2>

 e t c - a r e sketched in the 
figures whereby we intend to make convention that we are not going to emphasize 
the parts to be disjoint while describing particular subgraphs but assume that it is 
evident from the figures. 

1 " ra.S^^-jte T*A .M5-v 
1 A ) 

-** xn 

Fig. 1. 
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Theorem 1. / /1 = 3 is an odd integer then 

lim|B2'»|= +00. 

Proof. Select a natural number a such that 2a ^ $(t2 + At + 3) and let 

- r ^ r 3 ] -
It is easy to see that q ^ 1. Further let m be a natural number and n a non-negative 
integer with m + n = #. In our proof we shall gradually construct the graph #(a*m) 

which is outlined in Fig. 1 and 2. In order to describe it more closely, let us first 
construct auxiliary graphs s/l9 s/2> siZ9... each of which is isomorphic to the graph 
[Kf+i, Et+1 - {wtwf+1}] (see first auxiliary construction). Denote by xh yt the two 
vertices of sft having the local degrees t - 1. Fig. 1 shows the graph #(a'm) for t = 3. 
Further one can see a vertex w and an auxiliary graph <&?+t+2 the structure of which 
has been described by the second auxiliary construction. The number r is given by 
the formula 

r = 2a - W2 + 3) - *(< + 1) • 

^ +~' 

Fig. 2. 
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If t > 3 then the construction of #<a»m> will be completed by an additional portion 
described in Fig. 2 in which p = %(t — 3). In our next considerations the graph of 
Fig. 2 will be shortly denoted by #*. There is also a vertex w in Fig. 2. If we identify 
it with the vertex w of Fig. 1, the definition of ^<fl'm) is finished. 

The graph ^ ( a m ) which has been sketched above is obviously a connected regular 
graph of degree f, it has la vertices and w is its cut vertex. How many spanning trees 
does it have? The trees spanning the graph 0<a'"O c an be divided into two disjoint 
types. If one denotes 

(2) M = {wxl9 ylx29 y2x3,..., ym„ xxm9 ymw} , 

then the first type misses exactly one edge of the set M and every tree of the second 
type contains all the edges of M. One can find that there are2) 

Tl = (m + 1) k(^*+f+2) k(X) UK^i) 

spanning trees of the first type. If we want to determine the number of spanning trees 
of the second type it is first necessary to take into account the number k2($4Q\ xQ9 yQ) 
(for some g e <1, m>) which was defined in the preceding chapter. Then the number 
of spanning trees of the second type is 

T2 = mk2(stQ;xQ9yQ)k(9t+t+2)k(3F) U fc(^). 
i * Q £ m 

Summarizing fc(^(a'm)) = Tt + T2. One can see immediately that 

k(&a>x)) < k(&a>2)) < k(&a>3)) < ... < k(&a>a)). 

Thus |B(
2
r)| = q and the theorem is proved. 

3. REGULAR GRAPHS OF EVEN DEGREE 

Let t ^ 4 be a given even number. We shall be engaged in investigating the behav
iour of \B[f)\ for large values of b. For this investigation we need a further auxiliary 
construction. 

Third auxiliary construction. For each natural number s ^ t + 1 let us construct 
the graph 0S as follows: If 5 is odd we recall the first auxiliary construction and accept 

2) The next products will be a little complicated. To simplify the formulas we shortly write Tl 

instead of 1 1 . Under the symbol 11 only excluded values will be mentioned. A similar agreement 
i = i 

is also made for the products in the proof of Theorem 2. Further let us put k(BT) — 1 for / ==- 3. 



it for &s (on the understanding that s is odd and t is even now). For an even s let us 
modify the first auxiliary construction replacing (1) by 

0 < ß' -* < i(t - 2) 

We see that ys is a regular graph of degree t with s vertices. 

Theorem 2. If t _ 4 is an even integer then 

lim |B£°| = + o o . 
fc-+oo 

Proof. Choose a natural number b such that b __ \{t2 + 3t + 2) and put 

. _, r* - K'2 - Q-[Ч^] 
We see again that q __ 1. Let us select a natural number m and a non-negative H so 
that m + n = q. Our aim is to construct the graph 2tf{b,m) which is sketched in Fig. 3 
and 2. To describb Jf ( b , w ) more closely we again need the auxiliary graphs ja/_, «s/2, 
j ^ 3 , ... They were introduced in the proof of Theorem 1 (under the condition that t 
was odd). Fig. 3 shows the graph j f (6»m) for t = 4. There is a vertex w and an auxiliary 
graph [Vr + f + 1 , Fr + , + 1 — {w_wr+f+1}] which is shortly denoted by J* in Fig. 3. We 
have 

r = b - \(t2 - t) - q(t + 1) . 

/ \ 
/ x J& '—'** 

„ M /I, <*V N\ 

\ л, / 
•'д 

r""чH л- k-

ч /'"Ч* t 
\ / \ \ I 

0 
< / 

Fig. з. 
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The vertices v' and v" have the degree t — 1 with respect to JL For t > 4 the construc
tion of 3tr(b,m) will be extended by adding the graph X (see Fig. 2) for p = \(t - 4). 
We again identify vertices denoted by w in Fig. 3 and 2. 

Obviously Jf (b'm) is a connected regular graph of degree t on ft vertices and w is a cut 
vertex of jf?(b,m). As in the proof of Theorem 1 we can determine the number of trees 
spanning the graph 3tf(b,m). 

We again define the set M by (2) and put 

N = {WXW+1, ym+1Xm + 2, ym + 2*m+3> ..-, yq-lXq9 yqv\v"w} . 

The trees spanning the graph Jtf(b,m) can be divided into three classes: The first type is 
short of an edge of M and one of N, the second type is missing one edge of M u N 
and a tree of the third type contains all the edges of M u N. There are 

tj = (m + 1) (n + 2) k($) k(X) Y[k(sf) 

trees of the first type3). The absent edge of the second type tree is taken either from 
the set M-there are 

(m + 1) nk2(sfQ; xQ9 yQ) k(@) k(X) f l K*i) + (m + 1) k2(@; v'9 v") k(X) Y[k(sft) 
i4=Q>m 

trees of that kind — or from the set N — there are 

m(n + 2) fc2(^G; xQ9 yQ) k(<%) k(X) ]J k(sft) 
i*Q^m 

possibilities. Thus the number of the second type trees is 

T2 = (2mn + m + q) k2(sfQ; xQ9 yQ) k{Sf) k(X) [ ] k{sft) + 
i*Q 

+ (m + 1) k2(»; v'9 v") k(X) \[k(sf) . 

For the number of the trees of the third type one can easily find 

T3 = mnk2(sfQ; xQ9 yQ) k2(sfa; xc9 ya) k(<%) k(X) f ] H^d + 
i^Q^m 
i # <r > m 

+ mk2(s*e;xe,ye)k2(®;v',v")k(%) \[ *(-*.)-
i*Q^m 

Consequently k(j^(b,m)) = ?[ + T2 + T3. Obviously 

k(jf(b,l)) < k(tf(b,2)) < k(jf(b>3)) < . . . < k(tf(b,Q)) 

where Q = [q/2]. Therefore |B£°| = Q; this completes the proof.4) 

3) For / = 4 we put k(#) = 1. 
4) First version of this paper was established as a research paper of the University of Calgary, 

Alberta, Canada. 
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